LET US DO SOMETHING!!!!!!
Anything Please

Like Him, Do Something. Anything Please !!!!!!!!!!!!!
Come on!!!! Do Something................
At least Be HUMAN and shed a Tear.
Those who have a Conscious talk to those who Matter
Those who have Strength Contribute in Any Way...
Those who have Political Will Prevent the Escalation.
Those who have Might n Power Remove the Suffering
WE who are HUMAN Let US Become HUMAN

What is Reality? Frankly I don't know! But I can imagine that these Brothers, Sisters of our's in Humanity are fleeing with mortal fear, risking everything including their lives, leaving everything behind.
The old the sick, the infant the Expecting Mother, nowhere to go, nowhere to stay, with Absolutely Nothing! Don't we have a Moral Responsibility to Help? AND also To Put every drop of Sweat to Find a Solution.
Unless we SEE through the Eyes of the AGGRESSOR
how will it be Possible to Find Solutions...Let us look at the ROOT CAUSES and UNITE to bring Dignity to HUMANS. Let us find a way to Unite so that, WE can change the Hardened Hearts of the AGGRESSORS. Presently those in conflict areas are so bad that Beggars are like KINGS comparatively
Please freely share this information .... Let us Do Something.... Anything
TRIGGER: Our Brain so Wisdom Flows and Reality Dawns, Action Follows

OPEN: Our Eyes, Heart, Mouth n Purse

JOIN: Let US join hands-with every Human on Mother Earth & Find Ways to Stop All Kind of Aggression Insecurity, Jealousy, Deceit

BIND: Every Heart n Soul, Nationality n Religion with Rationality n Elevate Human Dignity

USE: Every Government Institution, Religious Organization, Social Network, Media Every Country, Province, City, Town, Village, Organization, Home to Take On the Menace in EVERY LOCATION Let's Eliminate the Root Causes of these Hideous Situations. Amen

Those who are concerned, the Least you can do is pass on the message to as much people as possible.

Like Him, Do Something. Anything Please!!!!!!!

Did we know?: Whoever among you sees evil should change it with his hands. If he is unable to do so, then with his tongue. If he is unable to do so, then let him at least hate it in his heart That is the weakest of faith. “I have only been sent to perfect good moral character.” sayings of the Holy Prophet of ISLAM(www.vr-one.org)

A 5 minute brief introduction
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